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Miami, June 2018.
On Sunday 3rd, Goleadoras presented #GirlsWithBalls as part of the closing event for
the MIAMI FASHION WEEK at The Delano Hotel in Miami Beach. The showcase
consisted on a performance of the team wearing one of the kind pieces made for the
occasion, along with the Series 3 scarves collection.
Eglantina, in the company of Valeria Mazza at the runway, introduced the project and
later at The Delano, in Miami Beach got introduced by Rodner Figueroa.
This unique collaboration will support Goleadoras efforts to foster education and
empower girls through soccer, and all the proceeds from the sales will go to support all
the education programs from Goleadoras. This collection pledges to the Sustainable
Development Goal No.5 “Gender Equality” from United Nations 17 Goals agenda for
2030.
Fashion Designer Roberi Parra, designed this exclusive pieces inspired by the
organization’s work.

Goleadoras is a not-for-profit social enterprise leveraging the power of fútbol to transform the selfconfidence, sense of solidarity, ambition, perseverance and well-being of girls in Mexico and eventually,
throughout Latin America. The Goleadoras Project grows out of a ten-year-old US-based not-for-profit
foundation Proyecto Paz, an organization dedicated to bringing soccer to underprivileged communities with
the support of donors such as Corporacion Andina de Fomento, Direct TV, Tag Heuer, MTV and allies like the
United Nations, Unidos en Red, Peace One Day.
The founding board of directors at Goleadoras include Jules Green, Microsoft's top woman executive until the
Fall of 2017 and the executive who led the creation of Windows 7; Carmen Busquets, a pioneer in the eﬀort to
transform fashion retailing through technology at companies such as Net-A- Porter, where she was the
founding investor; and Mireya Cisneros, a leading Latin American philanthropist who has supported causes
throughout the region.
Goleadoras founder Eglantina Zingg leads the organization's fundraising and
institutional alliances with Fortune 500 companies, multilateral organizations, and some of the world's most
important philanthropists and political leaders.
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Social entrepreneur Eglantina Zingg is the founder of Proyecto Paz. A true trailblazer, she took advantage of
her fame as a model, actress, and TV Host to launch game-changer initiatives such as Goleadoras, an
innovative model that empower girls through soccer across the continent. Eglantina is continuously
commissioned by the United Nations as an Agent of Peace. She was born in Venezuela, raised in the Amazon
and lives in New York City.
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